PRESS RELEASE
IBC launch of the WorldCast Manager’s new software redundancy model
The WorldCast Manager NMS/OSS software now offers real-time duplicate data to maximize system
uptime
Bordeaux, France, July 24, 2018. – At IBC, WorldCast Connect will be showcasing the latest advancements of the
WorldCast Manager, its Enterprise NMS/OSS software serving the broadcast, telecommunication, satellite and cable
industries.
The WorldCast Manager is a scalable and multi-faceted platform which centralizes the monitoring and management
of all connected devices across one or multiple networks, locally and across multiple locations. It maximizes the
uptime and performance of IP-enabled equipment with its set of status alerts, operational tracking, insightful visual
reports, and workflow capabilities.
In the dynamic of a disaster recovery scenario, the WorldCast Manager has now been enhanced with a new software
redundancy model. This new feature enables redundant solution deployment across multiple independent nodes
and real-time data back-up.
“We developed this new feature so our customers benefit from higher
system uptime and security; with no time lost on restoring back-ups. A
unique advantage of this solution is the extreme simplicity of
implementation, possible even onto existing solutions after a simple
upgrade to the new version”, Mathieu Yerle, Sales Director at
WorldCast Connect.
The addition of this new software redundancy model is in line with
WorldCast Connect’s objective to simplify system maintenance and
drive down the Total Cost of Ownership for its customers.
The WorldCast Manager will be showcased at IBC Amsterdam, booth
8.C58, from September 14-18th 2018.

###
ABOUT WORLDCAST CONNECT
Founded in 2017, WorldCast Connect is a software company that designs, develops, and commercializes the WorldCast Manager,
an Enterprise Network Monitoring Solution (NMS) and Operation Support System (OSS) providing a user-friendly, centralized and
unified interface for the monitoring and management of all connected sites and equipment. Leveraging the 35 years of
innovation and deep broadcast industry knowledge it acquired from its sister-company WorldCast Systems, WorldCast Connect
extends its reach and product offer to serve the broadcast, telecommunications, satellite, and cable industries. Headquartered in
Bordeaux France, WorldCast Connect is a solid team of experts and is growing with a Sales office in the US along with an
important distributor network to offer local assistance to its customers across the globe. For more information, visit
https://www.worldcastconnect.com.
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